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ABSTRACT 
In this study road lighting measurements were made to investigate the impacts of vehicle headlights on 

luminance contrasts of various targets located on the road. Altogether seven diWerent studies were made 

to investigate the contribution of halogen and high-intensity discharge headlights to road lighting. The 

measurement results indicate that in general, the use of dipped vehicle headlights, in the presence of road 

lighting, does not improve the visibility of various targets located on the road. In fact, in most occasions 

when the targets were seen darker than the background, dipped headlights reduced target contrasts and 

in some cases they even made the target merge into the background. The impacts of vehicle headlights 

are highly dependent on the vehicle, headlights type, target reflection factor, position of the target, position 

of the vehicle and road lighting conditions. As assumed, the effects of HID headlights on targets luminance 

contrasts were more significant compared to the ones of halogen headlights. 

KEYVVORDS: road ligh~ng, vehicle headlights, Iuminance measurement, Iuminanoe oontr~st, target visibility, Ivmi-

nanoe photometer 

1. Introduction 

Road lighting is a practical tool in providing efficient 

and safe traffic movement and making driving condi-

tions more comfortable. It is estimated that the imple-

mentation 0L road lighting reduces night-time accidents 

by 20...40'/*1). The impact of road lighting on reducing 

night~time fatal accidents is even higher2). In Finland, 

according to the road traffic legislation, motorized vehi-

cles have to use full headlights or dipped headlights at 

night-time in trafeic. The use of fuJl headlights is for-

bidden when the road is lit with road lighting. Thus the 

drivers must use dipped vehicle headlights while driv-

ing on illuminated roads. The use of full headlights is 

also forbidden when oncoming traffic is present and fiill 

headlights can cause glare or when the vehicle is lo-

cated behind others in tra~ic flow. The main reason for 

using vehicle headlights is to improve the driving safety 

and visibility conditions of the driver, other tra~ic users 

and pedestrians3). Lately, several research papers and 

studies related to vehicle headlights and visibihy con-

ditions of the driver have been published4)-7). 

In night-time driving conditions the purpose of road 

lighting is mainly to illuminate the road surface, while 

the headlights provide illumination to vertical surfaces, 

i.e. tangets on the road. Several studies on visibility 

measures of realistic roadway tasks indicate that in 

road lighting conditions targets located on the road 

have usually lower luminances than the backgroundg)-lo). 

In case the target is darker than the road surface, the 

vehicle headlights may result in decreasing the visibil-

ity of the target and thus Inay have a negative effect on 

driving safiety. 

Development of vehicle headlights has led to the in-

crease of luminous fluxes of the headlights. High~ 

intensity discharge (HID) headlamps with much 
greater intensity than halogen headlamps are becoming 

more and more common. Despite the regulatory con-
straints concerning beam patterns, there is a potential 

conflict between the need to increase the intensity of 

vehicle headlights in order to improve driver's visibility 

and the use of headlights in road lighting conditions. 

This study set out to investigate the use of road light-

ing and dipped headlights at the same tine and 
whether this may have a conflicting effect on luminance 

contrasts of various targets located on the road or at the 

side of the road. 

2 . Measurement set-up and equipment 

Llmlinance contrast measurements were made on 
Ring Road nl which is an irnportant highway in the 
southern Finland. It is the outermost of the three belt-

ways in the Helsinki region. On Ring Road HI the 
measurements were made on a recently built extension 

section. The section consists of two carriageways sepa-
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rated by central reservation. Each carriageway has two 

trafiic lanes. In this section the road lighting installa-

tion is new and consists of Idman Manta 611HGV Iu~ 
minaires with HPS Iamps (250W). Pole spacing is 55m 

and mounting height is 12 m. Figure I shows the light 

intensity distribution of the luminaire. The road light-

ing installation is dimmable. In this section of Ring 

Road m the measured average road luminance is 1.85 
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Flgure I Photometrlc distrlbution of road lighting luminaire Idman 

Manta 61 1 HGV 

The lamp type is Philips high pressure sodium SON'T 

250W 

cd/m2, overall luminance uniformity 0.58 and longitudi-

nal luminance unif:ormity 0.49n). The relatively low lu-

minance uniformities offer the opportunity to study the 

variation of luminance contrasts in different target lo-

cations. The road pavement type was asphalt concrete 

AB 22/150. 

The vehicles used were a Renault Laguna 2003 and 
Audi A6 Avant 2006 whose headlights had been verified 

according to the UNECE (United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe) regulations 112 and 9812)13). 

The headlights of the Renault Laguna are halogen 
HlfH7 (55 W) and the headlights of Audi are high-

intensity discharge Xenon Plus D2S (35W). Figure 2 

shows illunilnances of the dipped halogen headlights 

and the dipped HID headlights measured according to 

the UNE CE regulations. 

Three different target types were used in the lumi-

nance contrast measurements. The targets were 20cm 
x 20cm flat square surfaces positioned perpendicular 

to the road surface. The size of the targets corresponds 

roughly to the least clearance between the road surface 

and the body structure of normal cars. This so called 

small target represents a critical object which is the 

most difficLilt to perceive but still dangerous for a nor-

mal-sized vehicle8)14). The targets had reflection factors 

0.09, 0.20 and 0.50 and could be considered as being 

Lambertian. The other targets were a wooden pedes-
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Measuring point Halogen, Ieft 

headlam p 
Halogen, righ 

headlamp 
HID Ieft 

headlamp 
HID, right 

headlam p 

1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 

2 3.8 4.3 11.7 1 1 .5 

3 7.2 7.6 17.5 16.7 

4 13.7 13.8 60.3 59.4 

5 16.6 15.5 62.8 60.8 

6 21 .5 19.9 64.4 61.6 

7 13.5 15.2 37.6 37 

8 20.9 21 .3 54.7 52.9 

9 23.8 22.1 48.2 46.7 

10 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 

11 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 

12 17.1 17.5 25.9 26.8 

13 17.7 18.1 31.6 32.8 

14 20.2 19.1 31.3 32,0 

Dipped halogen headlights and dipped HID headlights measured according to the UNECE regulations 112 and 98 

Headlamp screen for rlght-hand trafnc, measuring points and measured illuminanoe values 
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were measured in different locations, at different meas-

urement distances and under different lighting and 

weather conditions. The contrasts of the targets were 

calculated using the measured target luminance (L~ 
and bacl~ground lulninance (Lb)15): 

C Lb-L! 
Lb 

when Lb > Ltand 

･ (1) 

C = L, - Lb ............ ~) 
L, 

whenLb < Lt. 
By using this definition of the luminance contrast, the 

calculation of contrast for Lb > Lt (negative contrast) 

is similar to the colnmonly used contrast equation ( C 

= (Lt - Lb) / Lb), except fol: the "sign" which changes to 

positive. The range is from O to + 1. In the case of Lh 

< Lt (positive contrast), the original denominator Lb is 

replaced by Lt, and the range also becomes from O to 

+ 1. Thus the negative and positive contrast test condi-

tions can be combined to derive one lurninance contrast 

scale for the analysis of vehicle headlights effects. Fol-

lowing the above definitions for luminance contrast the 

same absolute contrast values are taken to lead to equal 

visual performance for targets both darker and lighter 

than the backgroundl5). A contrast of zero cor~responds 

with a situation in which Lt = Lb ; the target without 

colour contrast being invisible. 

In this work the background luminances of the tar-

gets were calculated separately for every target using 

the average luminance of the areas around the target 

close to the target boundaries. This definition of the 

background luminance value is similar to the one used 

in Small Target Visibility calculations, but includes 

more measuring points for contrast calculationl6). 

The luminance contrast measurements were divided 
into seven different studies, which are shown in Table 1. 

Study I focused on the influence of halogen headlights 

on contrasts of small targets (20 cm >< 20 cm) having 

varying reflection factors. Luminances of the targets 

and target backgrounds were measured with and with-
out the effect of dipped headlights (Renault Laguna 

2003). The targets were located on the central axis of 

the lane in front of the vehicle and the measuring dis-

tances were 40 m, 60 m, 80m and 100 m. The tangets 

were positioned between the luminaire spacing at in-

tervals of 10 m.In Study I the vehicle and the lumi-

nance meter always moved parallel to the central axis 

of the left lane. 

Study H focused on investigating the effects of 
dipped halogen headlights on the contrasts of small 
targets (20 cm X 20 cm) Iocated off-axis. The targets 

with different reflection factors were placed on the left 

lane and on the right lane as shown in Figure 3. The 

35 
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Tab]e 1 Seven different studies, which were made to investigate 

the contrlbution of halogen and high-intensity discharge 

headlights to road iighting 

Short descrlption and main parameters of each study. 

Study description I~vestigated paramete~s 

Study I 
~f~ec~s of vehiole headiig~ts (h~lo~en) on co~tras~ 

of small targBts loeated o~~-~(is 

Roa~ li~~ting i~Is~~~1la~ion, h3icge~ head:~hts, 

ve~iole ~is~~nee, tasget positio~ ~lo~g~, t~rget 

fe~ee~anee 

Study i~ 
~f~ec~s of vehicle he~d:ights (h~loge~]) on ee~~t~asi 

ef small target5 iocata~ off-axis 
Vebie:e posi~~)~] {tr~ns), t~r~et ~osition (trans~ 

SSudy ~[i 
Effec~s oi ve~icle ~ea~:i~hts (~ale~~n} en eo~trast i~l 

d;~8ren~ road l~hti~g leYels a~?~ Yieathe~ conditions 

R08~ i!ghtin~ level, ~~vemen~ type, Yiea~~er 
condi~ons 

Study ~V 
5ffects ef bi~h-inte~sity discharge ~ea~iights o~ 

target eontr~st 

Hig~-{nt8nsity disch~~,~e he~d:igh~s, vehlcle 
~ist~noe, tar~et pesitien 

Study V 
eomp~rison be~Yeen cent~asts under ~~h-i~t~ensity 

discha~ge headiig~~s an~ ~alo~en ~e~dli~~ts 
~e~dlig~is ty~e, Ye~icle typ~ 

Study VI 
Co~~rasi measurements using differer~t visL~al 

targets 

Variaus ~~~gets, ~ar~e~ sh~pe ~r~d slze, iar~et 

tefiect~r~oe 

Study Vi~ 
Effects of oncomi~g traf~c on re~d sv~aee 
iu~1lr~a~ces ~F~d S~Fget contr~sts 

O~~cornmi~ ~~~~ie, v~hio~} ~esi[ion, iat~et ~)s~ion 

Table 2 Study In:: Ave~age road surfa~ Iuminan~s (L~'), overa]1 

luminance vniformities (U.) and longitudinal luminan~ 

vniformities (Ul) of di~erent lighting conditions vsed in the 

iuminance oontrast measurements 

Lig~~in~ eo~ditions ~HY Uo u 
SumnleF, dry s~~ace, i OOe/e, wern pavement {AB 22/1 50> ~ 85 o s8 Q 49 

Wi~lter, wet $ur;:~ce, dim~~iilg 5e e/e, wom pave~ent (A8 22/~ 50) ~ 63 o 26 o 27 

Summer, dry s~~:ace, dimming 50 %, new pave~~ent (SMA 1 8/~ Oe} e.89 04 o 25 

Sunln~er, dry $u~{:ace, 100 */s, nBW pavemen~ (S~1A i6/i O~) ~ 99 04 e.24 

vehicle (Renault Laguna 2003) was placed on both 

lanes in turn and the target contrasts were measured 

with and without the effects of dipped headlights. The 

positions of the vehicle and the targets were consistent 

to Study I . 

In Study nl the effects of dipped halogen headlights 

were studied under four different lighting conditions. 

The conditions with measured road lighting quality pa-

rameters are shown in Table 2. First the effects of 

dipped headlights were studied at different lighting 

levels by using dimming control of the road lighting. 

Secondly, the effects of dipped headlights on small tar-

get contrasts were measured in different weather and 

season conditions. The measurements were made at 
winter when road surface was wet and road surround-

ings were covered with snow, and at summer when road 

surface was dry. Finally, the measurements were made 
with a new road surface pavement (SMA 16/100, stone 

mastic asphalt) to study how the wearing of the road 

surface affects the luminance contrasts of the targets. 

The positions of the vehicle and the targets were consis-

tenttoStudy I. 
Study IV focused on investigating the effects of 

dipped bigh-intensity discharge headlights on lumi-
nance contrasts of small targets (20 cm X 20 em) Io-

cated on the road with installed road lighting. In Study 

IV the measurement geometry was exactly the same as 
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may have a luminance contrast adequate enough. 

Luminance contrast measurements with the cylinder 
target showed that the effects of vehlcle headlights are 

also dependent on the shape of the target. Although the 

cylinder target and the small target had the same re-

flection factors and were about the same size, the effects 

of vehicle headllghts on the contrasts of the cylinder 

were somewhat smailer. Also, the luminance contrasts 

of the cylinder target were not as highly dependent on 

the target position as in the case of the small target. 

The measurements in Study VI verified that lumi-

nance contrasts of targets are not only dependent on 

the position of the target, the target reflectance factor, 

and road lighting conditions, but also on target size and 

shape. 

4.8 Study Vll 

According to the Studies I - VI the dipped head-

lights had quite marginal effects on road surface 
luminances when the distance between the vehicle and 
the measurement area (luminaire spacing) was above 

60 m. Only the HID dipped headlights at a distance of 

40 m had a significant effect on road surface luminances. 

In actual traffic conditions also oncoming traffic is 

usually present. Oncoming vehicles headlights 
illuminate the road surface and the target from behind, 

and thus also have an effect on target luminance 
contrasts. Study Vrr focused on investigating how road 

surface luminances and luminance contrasts of the 

small targets change when the oncoming vehicle head-

lights illuminate the road su~~face and the target. The 

oncoming vehicle (Renault Laguna 2003) was placed at 

different distances from the targets in the longitudinal 

and in the transverse directions. The measurement re-

sults showed that when the headlights illuminate the 

road surface, the contrasts of the targets which are seen 

darker than the background increase to some extend. If 

the targets are seen light against the background the 

effects are reversed. 

The effects of the oncoming vehicle headlights were 

highly dependent on the position of the targets and the 

vehicle. For exarnple in occasion when the oncoming 

vehicle was located at a distance of 20 m from a target 

in the longitudinal direction and at distance of I m in 

the transverse direction, the luminance contrast of the 

target with 0.20 reflection factor increased from O.19 to 

0.63. The change is quite significant and due to the on-

ccuning vehicle headlights the target on the road actu-

ally became clearly visible. Increasing the dimensions 

to 50 m and to 3 m resulted in contrast changes of only 

40/e compared to the luminance contrast without the 

oncoming vehicle headlights. 

According to the measurements of Study VH the on-

coming vehicle headlights have in general a positive 
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effect on target luminance contrast. This follows the 

assmnption that usually in road lighting conditions 

targets located on the road are seen darker than the 

background8)-lo). However, despite the increased lumi-

nance contrast, the oncoming vehicle headlights may 
result in substantially decreased driver's visibility con-

ditions due to glare. 

5. Discussion 

The contrast measurements indicate that in road 
lighting environments, in general, dipped headlights 

reduce contrasts of various targets located on the road 

or on the roadside. It is, however, very difficult to de-

termine how these effects relate to the safety of the 

driver in different traffic conditions. A major problem of 

these kinds of measurements is that it is not known 

what targets are likely to appear on the road and which 

targets are critical for the safety of the driver. In driving, 

luminances of the tanget and the target background are 

changing constantly and the target cannot be expected 

to be stationary. 

In road lighting conditions visual targets may also 

have non-uniform luminance and colour contrasts. It is 

also quite obvious that the targets will not be com-

pletely diffuse and usually can not be considered as be-

ing Lambertian. Visual targets like pedestrians may 

also have different clothes with different colouring and 

different reflection characteristics. These are all prob-

lems that different road lighting measurement and cal-

culation methods are facing in one way or another. A 

number of field measurements and traffic accident sta-

tistics are needed to determine the overall effects of ve-

hicle headlights on target visibikty in road lighting en-

vironnrents. 

One potential extension scenario for these luminance 

contrasts measurements would be to study the impact 

of multiple vehicle headlights on road luminances and 

target luminance contrasts. It would also be useful to 

conduct similar luminance contrast measurements with 

different vehicle and headlight types. For example 
trucks and pick-up cars could be included in the meas-

urements. Also, if oncoming traffic is considered in the 

measurements, the negative effects of glare on driver's 

visibility conditions should be investigated. 

In this paper luminance contrast caleulations were 

made by using somewhat distinct contrast formulas 
compared to the conventional definition of the contrast. 

This was made to simplify the comparison and the 
diagrammatic representation of the results. It can be 

argued that positive and negative contrast targets are 

quite different visual tasks for the driver and thus can 

not be directly compared wiith each other. However, 

according to Janoff positive and negative contrast tasks 

are highly related and have correlation coefficient close 
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to onel5). 

Small Tanget Vlsibility design described in the Ameri-

can National Standard for Roadway Lighting is based 

on visibility and luminance contrasts of 18 cm X 18cm 

small targets with reflectance of 0.5016). Thus the 

measurements of this work correlate with STV design 

method. It is obvious that small targets with high re-

flection factor are susceptible to the impact of vehicle 

headlights and thus the effects of vehicle headlights 

should be included in STV calculation. Of course, this 

means that calculations have to be settled on sonre de-

sign values of certain typical vehicle headlight types. 

Major sources of error in the measurements are esti-

mated to be the possible differences in vehicle and tar-

get positioning when measuring different variations of 

the same type of measurement. Because the measure-
ments were done at diEferent times and at different sea-

sons, background noises (external factors such as sky~ 

glow, moonlight and so on) were measured but found to 

be negligible. The system measurement error for lumi-

nance measurement repeatability of the LMK Mobile 
Advanced, according to the manufacturer's certificate, 

is I{:1.90/0. 

6. Conclusions 
The contrast measurements indicated that in general, 

the use of dipped vehicle headlights, in the presence of 

road lighting, does not improve the visibility of various 

targets located on the road. In fact, in most cases when 

the targets were seen darker than the background 
dipped headlights reduced target contrasts and in some 

cases they made the target merge into the background. 

It can be argued that there is a strong conilicting effect 

in the use of vehicle headlights in road lighting envi-

ron~nents. One solution may perhaps be the use of 
parking lights instead of dipped headlights in the pres-

ence of road lighting. This may, however, result in other 

unwanted effects concerning traffic safety. The use of 

parking lights may reduce the visibility of other vehi-

cles in traffic and also the mumination of road 
surroundings will become completely dependent on the 

installed road lighting. 

The effects of dipped headlights were highly depend-

ent on the position of the vehicle, Iocation of the target 

in relation to luminaires, target reflectance, tanget 

shape and size, vehicle type and headlight type, road 

lighting installation, road characteristics and weather 

conditions. 

Dipped halogen headlights had little effect on target 

contrasts when the distance between the target and the 

vehicle was more than 80 m. However, with decreasing 

distance, the effect of dipped headlights became higher. 

Road lighting usually resulted in lower target lumi-

nance contrasts compared to the situation when only 
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full headlights were on. When the road lighting and 

dipped headlights were both on, lutninance contrasts 

were usually lower compared to the situation with only 

road lighting on. 

The dipped bigh-intensity discharge headlights had 

more significant effects on target contrasts than the 

dipped halogen headlights. At longer distances the 

negative impact of dipped HID headlights on target 

visibility were emphasized. On major roads with high 

driving speeds and long stopping distances this may 

cause problems. This should be considered in further 

vehicle headlights development. At shorter distances 

the effects of HID headlights were so strong that even 

very dark targets were usually seen as light against the 

background and in most cases the HID headlights in-

creased the luminance contrasts of the targets. 

It is difficult to determine the relationship between 

the use of dipped headlights in addition to road lighting 

and the safety of the driver. It is also to be resolved how 

the negative effects of dipped headlights relate to the 

safety critical tasks that drivers have to see to avoid 

collisions. Further research is needed to determine 

these issues. 

The luminance contrast measurements presented in 
tbis work do not represent any specified standard con-

ditions in studying the contribution of vehicle head-

lights on road lighting. They do, however, indicate the 

remarkable changes that vehicle headlights can have 

on the luminance contrasts of various targets located on 

the road or the roadside in different road lighting 

scenes. 
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302 J. Light & Vis. Env. Vol.32, N0.3, 2008 Pa per Effects of Vehicle HeadlightS on Environments Target Contrast in Road Lighting Aleksanteri EKRIAS, Majukka ELOHOLMA and Liisa HALONEN lighting Lab~tcry, HelsinkiUhh~ty ofTedndlogy Received December 11, 2007, Accepted May 19, 2008 ABSTRACT In this study road lighting measurements were made to investigate the impacts of vehicle headlights on luminance contrasts of various targets located on the road. Altogether seven diWerent studies were made to investigate the contribution of halogen and high-intensity discharge headlights to road lighting. The measurement results indicate that in general, the use of dipped vehicle headlights, in the presence of road lighting, does not improve the visibility of various targets located on the road. In fact, in most occasions when the targets were seen darker than the background, dipped headlights reduced target contrasts and in some cases they even made the target merge into the background. The impacts of vehicle headlights are highly dependent on the vehicle, headlights type, target reflection factor, position of the target, position of the vehicle and road lighting conditions. As assumed, the effects of HID headlights on targets luminance contrasts were more significant compared to the ones of halogen headlights. KEYVVORDS: road ligh~ng, vehicle headlights, Iuminance measurement, Iuminanoe oontr~st, target visibility, Ivmi-nanoe photometer 1. Introduction Road lighting is a practical tool in providing efficient and safe traffic movement and making driving condi-tions more comfortable. It is estimated that the imple-mentation 0L road lighting reduces night-time accidents by 20...40'/*1\). The impact of road lighting on reducing night~time fatal accidents is even higher2\). In Finland, according to the road traffic legislation, motorized vehi-cles have to use full headlights or dipped headlights at night-time in trafeic. The use of fuJl headlights is for-bidden when the road is lit with road lighting. Thus the drivers must use dipped vehicle headlights while driv-ing on illuminated roads. The use of full headlights is also forbidden when oncoming traffic is present and fiill headlights can cause glare or when the vehicle is lo-cated behind others in tra~ic flow. The main reason for using vehicle headlights is to improve the driving safety and visibility conditions of the driver, other tra~ic users and pedestrians3\). Lately, several research papers and studies related to vehicle headlights and visibihy con-ditions of the driver have been published4\)-7\). In night-time driving conditions the purpose of road lighting is mainly to illuminate the road surface, while the headlights provide illumination to vertical surfaces, i.e. tangets on the road. Several studies on visibility measures of realistic roadway tasks indicate that in road lighting conditions targets located on the road have usually lower luminances than the backgroundg\)-lo\). In case the target is darker than the road surface, the vehicle headlights may result in decreasing the visibil-ity of the target and thus Inay have a negative effect on driving safiety. Development of vehicle headlights has led to the in-crease of luminous fluxes of the headlights. High~ intensity discharge \(HID\) headlamps with much greater intensity than halogen headlamps are becoming more and more common. Despite the regulatory con-straints concerning beam patterns, there is a potential conflict between the need to increase the intensity of vehicle headlights in order to improve driver's visibility and the use of headlights in road lighting conditions. This study set out to investigate the use of road light-ing and dipped headlights at the same tine and whether this may have a conflicting effect on luminance contrasts of various targets located on the road or at the side of the road. 2 . Measurement set-up and equipment Llmlinance contrast measurements were made on Ring Road nl which is an irnportant highway in the southern Finland. It is the outermost of the three belt-ways in the Helsinki region. On Ring Road HI the measurements were made on a recently built extension section. The section consists of two carriageways sepa-The llluminating Engineering Institute of Japan 32 J Light & Vis. Env. Vol.32, N0.3, 2008 303 rated by central reservation. Each carriageway has two trafiic lanes. In this section the road lighting installa-tion is new and consists of Idman Manta 611HGV Iu~ minaires with HPS Iamps \(250W\). Pole spacing is 55m and mounting height is 12 m. Figure I shows the light intensity distribution of the luminaire. The road light-ing installation is dimmable. In this section of Ring Road m the measured average road luminance is 1.85 go 5d ~ 61 1 HVG I X50N*T 25OWTP AC 12~f 150F I~F ~5f 12tf ~ !~tl_? T+i I ' ti'~' t I = ~~ i ~:' i It *i II' 'l !i SOE~ soe ~cdflelu~rn~ ;o 30 o o- ~u" - - -9~-270* -----Is - I~s" Flgure I Photometrlc distrlbution of road lighting luminaire Idman Manta 61 1 HGV The lamp type is Philips high pressure sodium SON'T 250W cd/m2, overall luminance uniformity 0.58 and longitudi-nal luminance unif:ormity 0.49n\). The relatively low lu-minance uniformities offer the opportunity to study the variation of luminance contrasts in different target lo-cations. The road pavement type was asphalt concrete AB 22/150. The vehicles used were a Renault Laguna 2003 and Audi A6 Avant 2006 whose headlights had been verified according to the UNECE \(United Nations Economic Commission for Europe\) regulations 112 and 9812\)13\). The headlights of the Renault Laguna are halogen HlfH7 \(55 W\) and the headlights of Audi are high-intensity discharge Xenon Plus D2S \(35W\). Figure 2 shows illunilnances of the dipped halogen headlights and the dipped HID headlights measured according to the UNE CE regulations. Three different target types were used in the lumi-nance contrast measurements. The targets were 20cm x 20cm flat square surfaces positioned perpendicular to the road surface. The size of the targets corresponds roughly to the least clearance between the road surface and the body structure of normal cars. This so called small target represents a critical object which is the most difficLilt to perceive but still dangerous for a nor-mal-sized vehicle8\)14\). The targets had reflection factors 0.09, 0.20 and 0.50 and could be considered as being Lambertian. The other targets were a wooden pedes-~Xl 'Ejl ~IIJ; ! ! / =* ~* ~ ~~" ~}4~' "~h't'l' '1' ~ :t~:\\~ l * ' '+ ~b '~h~l~'\\1' L*~"\\"'*~~~ \\~'~~' '~~ ~~~th~*+ * ~ * ~ * ~* ~ + ' ~ ' ' ~ * * ~ ' ~~L~\\' ~~t~ ~~' ' ~\\=~- ~ ~h ' ~ ' ' t' ~ "I~ ~~ ~'\\~~: ,.. ~} tt'~~~~ ""'~ , .1:t~:i:\\' ~ ~ ~~ ' ' --~ ~ -T ::~*~~ *.+t \\ + s \\ "~++~~* ** + ~\\ ~ h . ~' i~~~ ' ' ' - " * _ -' ' ! \\, . -. ~~b th.h~,\)~ _ B'rt _ _ :~ 1~~ _ ___- '~~ l '~~ ~~\\1 "~~ _ ii_ 2 _---1:: :f'2~' / * ~~ - -1:. .. * *++.1 * ;~~~ r~:::rli' :~1S= ~}L='*-~- ~/1\)il~ll ~' ' +_ l !~i"~/ !~~f! 'rij// ;i'!'1.rl/j" "~~ ' l'!\('!f ~ 1 E ~!e~'f~:';:!' : ' !'/'/';;:., ~~ rf/' / * ' ' ~f i ' ! ' ! ' ! ! "/"*' - ' ~./ ~\( !//~ !ljl':' f/ /'/~~~ LL' / I !' ' "f: e f/ .._/;lii: ~ /' " '!' ' ' i :'~1'1!~!/' "'1l~ ' I'/~"t/'//'//' / / 'i/ 'i Ll!/:, r' 'r' " 'i!" '!/ ! " '! ' ! ' f ! ' !" ' ' ' '/- !"I:'~'\('!! " :: '!\(""//1 . . . !' ' ' !- " 't' f ! / =_ '1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ~":' ~' ' ' "'h ' ' '~"' ""' ~"-" I ~ t\(1';' //'It/' '\\~"" ~~'~~~~" '\\~/ ~ ~~ hh~b h ' " ~h~ - " ~ ' ' ~"I'~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ \\~~h' 1~ ~'l '\\' ' ~ 'hth' ~ 1 ' ' '~ ~~ ' '~' "_' t' :~\\::~\\ ~ ~ ' ' il~~:'. ~~~=~~ \\ _ ' t_ '1 ~~ '~' ' h~h.'~~= 'b~.~~ , Figure 2 ~\\~~"~~~~ ~ ~~" \\v ~' ~ '~~ 'h h ~h :\(\\" " ~lh' ~~'~~ \\'\(~~"'\\~' ~ _':'~~~~ ~:~~:" ~~'~ ~l::~~ '~~ __ ' 1"'i/'~:' '~~'~~ ~~ *~~ ' ' :~' :~'~::=~::' hL., ~.:'Lh"~~t~\\'~"~':h'\\ \\"' , ~, ~'\\ ' ~~:' '~\(,"~ '= ~ " '~ ' ~~' ~~ h~' iD~~l " ~ ' "~'~~ ~ ~ ~ ""~~\\~'~"~\\= '\\~~~:~~1' '* <1 ** +' ' ~ ~~~\\~ ' * ~' *~1 ' ~\\ Measuring point Halogen, Ieft headlam p Halogen, righ headlamp HID Ieft headlamp HID, right headlam p 1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 2 3.8 4.3 11.7 1 1 .5 3 7.2 7.6 17.5 16.7 4 13.7 13.8 60.3 59.4 5 16.6 15.5 62.8 60.8 6 21 .5 19.9 64.4 61.6 7 13.5 15.2 37.6 37 8 20.9 21 .3 54.7 52.9 9 23.8 22.1 48.2 46.7 10 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 11 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 12 17.1 17.5 25.9 26.8 13 17.7 18.1 31.6 32.8 14 20.2 19.1 31.3 32,0 Dipped halogen headlights and dipped HID headlights measured according to the UNECE regulations 112 and 98 Headlamp screen for rlght-hand trafnc, measuring points and measured illuminanoe values 33 The IJluminating Engineering Institute of Japan J. Light & Vis. Env. Vol.32, No.3, 2008 were measured in different locations, at different meas-urement distances and under different lighting and weather conditions. The contrasts of the targets were calculated using the measured target luminance \(L~ and bacl~ground lulninance \(Lb\)15\): C Lb-L! Lb when Lb > Ltand ¥ (1) C = L, - Lb ............ ~\) L, whenLb < Lt. By using this definition of the luminance contrast, the calculation of contrast for Lb > Lt \(negative contrast\) is similar to the colnmonly used contrast equation \( C = \(Lt - Lb\) / Lb\), except fol: the "sign" which changes to positive. The range is from O to + 1. In the case of Lh < Lt \(positive contrast\), the original denominator Lb is replaced by Lt, and the range also becomes from O to + 1. Thus the negative and positive contrast test condi-tions can be combined to derive one lurninance contrast scale for the analysis of vehicle headlights effects. Fol-lowing the above definitions for luminance contrast the same absolute contrast values are taken to lead to equal visual performance for targets both darker and lighter than the backgroundl5\). A contrast of zero cor~responds with a situation in which Lt = Lb ; the target without colour contrast being invisible. In this work the background luminances of the tar-gets were calculated separately for every target using the average luminance of the areas around the target close to the target boundaries. This definition of the background luminance value is similar to the one used in Small Target Visibility calculations, but includes more measuring points for contrast calculationl6\). The luminance contrast measurements were divided into seven different studies, which are shown in Table 1. Study I focused on the influence of halogen headlights on contrasts of small targets \(20 cm >< 20 cm\) having varying reflection factors. Luminances of the targets and target backgrounds were measured with and with-out the effect of dipped headlights \(Renault Laguna 2003\). The targets were located on the central axis of the lane in front of the vehicle and the measuring dis-tances were 40 m, 60 m, 80m and 100 m. The tangets were positioned between the luminaire spacing at in-tervals of 10 m.In Study I the vehicle and the lumi-nance meter always moved parallel to the central axis of the left lane. Study H focused on investigating the effects of dipped halogen headlights on the contrasts of small targets \(20 cm X 20 cm\) Iocated off-axis. The targets with different reflection factors were placed on the left lane and on the right lane as shown in Figure 3. The 35 3 05 Tab]e 1 Seven different studies, which were made to investigate the contrlbution of halogen and high-intensity discharge headlights to road iighting Short descrlption and main parameters of each study. Study description I~vestigated paramete~s Study I ~f~ec~s of vehiole headiig~ts \(h~lo~en\) on co~tras~ of small targBts loeated o~~-~\(is Roa~ li~~ting i~Is~~~1la~ion, h3icge~ head:~hts, ve~iole ~is~~nee, tasget positio~ ~lo~g~, t~rget fe~ee~anee Study i~ ~f~ec~s of vehicle he~d:ights \(h~loge~]\) on ee~~t~asi ef small target5 iocata~ off-axis Vebie:e posi~~\)~] {tr~ns\), t~r~et ~osition \(trans~ SSudy ~[i Effec~s oi ve~icle ~ea~:i~hts \(~ale~~n} en eo~trast i~l d;~8ren~ road l~hti~g leYels a~?~ Yieathe~ conditions R08~ i!ghtin~ level, ~~vemen~ type, Yiea~~er condi~ons Study ~V 5ffects ef bi~h-inte~sity discharge ~ea~iights o~ target eontr~st Hig~-{nt8nsity disch~~,~e he~d:igh~s, vehlcle ~ist~noe, tar~et pesitien Study V eomp~rison be~Yeen cent~asts under ~~h-i~t~ensity discha~ge headiig~~s an~ ~alo~en ~e~dli~~ts ~e~dlig~is ty~e, Ye~icle typ~ Study VI Co~~rasi measurements using differer~t visL~al targets Variaus ~~~gets, ~ar~e~ sh~pe ~r~d slze, iar~et tefiect~r~oe Study Vi~ Effects of oncomi~g traf~c on re~d sv~aee iu~1lr~a~ces ~F~d S~Fget contr~sts O~~cornmi~ ~~~~ie, v~hio~} ~esi[ion, iat~et ~\)s~ion Table 2 Study In:: Ave~age road surfa~ Iuminan~s \(L~'\), overa]1 luminance vniformities \(U.\) and longitudinal luminan~ vniformities \(Ul\) of di~erent lighting conditions vsed in the iuminance oontrast measurements Lig~~in~ eo~ditions ~HY Uo u SumnleF, dry s~~ace, i OOe/e, wern pavement {AB 22/1 50> ~ 85 o s8 Q 49 Wi~lter, wet $ur;:~ce, dim~~iilg 5e e/e, wom pave~ent \(A8 22/~ 50\) ~ 63 o 26 o 27 Summer, dry s~~:ace, dimming 50 %, new pave~~ent \(SMA 1 8/~ Oe} e.89 04 o 25 Sunln~er, dry $u~{:ace, 100 */s, nBW pavemen~ \(S~1A i6/i O~\) ~ 99 04 e.24 vehicle \(Renault Laguna 2003\) was placed on both lanes in turn and the target contrasts were measured with and without the effects of dipped headlights. The positions of the vehicle and the targets were consistent to Study I . In Study nl the effects of dipped halogen headlights were studied under four different lighting conditions. The conditions with measured road lighting quality pa-rameters are shown in Table 2. First the effects of dipped headlights were studied at different lighting levels by using dimming control of the road lighting. Secondly, the effects of dipped headlights on small tar-get contrasts were measured in different weather and season conditions. The measurements were made at winter when road surface was wet and road surround-ings were covered with snow, and at summer when road surface was dry. Finally, the measurements were made with a new road surface pavement \(SMA 16/100, stone mastic asphalt\) to study how the wearing of the road surface affects the luminance contrasts of the targets. The positions of the vehicle and the targets were consis-tenttoStudy I. Study IV focused on investigating the effects of dipped bigh-intensity discharge headlights on lumi-nance contrasts of small targets \(20 cm X 20 em\) Io-cated on the road with installed road lighting. In Study IV the measurement geometry was exactly the same as The I!luminating Engineering Jnstitute of Japan 312 may have a luminance contrast adequate enough. Luminance contrast measurements with the cylinder target showed that the effects of vehlcle headlights are also dependent on the shape of the target. Although the cylinder target and the small target had the same re-flection factors and were about the same size, the effects of vehicle headllghts on the contrasts of the cylinder were somewhat smailer. Also, the luminance contrasts of the cylinder target were not as highly dependent on the target position as in the case of the small target. The measurements in Study VI verified that lumi-nance contrasts of targets are not only dependent on the position of the target, the target reflectance factor, and road lighting conditions, but also on target size and shape. 4.8 Study Vll According to the Studies I - VI the dipped head-lights had quite marginal effects on road surface luminances when the distance between the vehicle and the measurement area \(luminaire spacing\) was above 60 m. Only the HID dipped headlights at a distance of 40 m had a significant effect on road surface luminances. In actual traffic conditions also oncoming traffic is usually present. Oncoming vehicles headlights illuminate the road surface and the target from behind, and thus also have an effect on target luminance contrasts. Study Vrr focused on investigating how road surface luminances and luminance contrasts of the small targets change when the oncoming vehicle head-lights illuminate the road su~~face and the target. The oncoming vehicle \(Renault Laguna 2003\) was placed at different distances from the targets in the longitudinal and in the transverse directions. The measurement re-sults showed that when the headlights illuminate the road surface, the contrasts of the targets which are seen darker than the background increase to some extend. If the targets are seen light against the background the effects are reversed. The effects of the oncoming vehicle headlights were highly dependent on the position of the targets and the vehicle. For exarnple in occasion when the oncoming vehicle was located at a distance of 20 m from a target in the longitudinal direction and at distance of I m in the transverse direction, the luminance contrast of the target with 0.20 reflection factor increased from O.19 to 0.63. The change is quite significant and due to the on-ccuning vehicle headlights the target on the road actu-ally became clearly visible. Increasing the dimensions to 50 m and to 3 m resulted in contrast changes of only 40/e compared to the luminance contrast without the oncoming vehicle headlights. According to the measurements of Study VH the on-coming vehicle headlights have in general a positive The llluminating Engineering Institute of Japan J. Light & Vis. Env. Vol.32, No.3, 2008 effect on target luminance contrast. This follows the assmnption that usually in road lighting conditions targets located on the road are seen darker than the background8\)-lo\). However, despite the increased lumi-nance contrast, the oncoming vehicle headlights may result in substantially decreased driver's visibility con-ditions due to glare. 5. Discussion The contrast measurements indicate that in road lighting environments, in general, dipped headlights reduce contrasts of various targets located on the road or on the roadside. It is, however, very difficult to de-termine how these effects relate to the safety of the driver in different traffic conditions. A major problem of these kinds of measurements is that it is not known what targets are likely to appear on the road and which targets are critical for the safety of the driver. In driving, luminances of the tanget and the target background are changing constantly and the target cannot be expected to be stationary. In road lighting conditions visual targets may also have non-uniform luminance and colour contrasts. It is also quite obvious that the targets will not be com-pletely diffuse and usually can not be considered as be-ing Lambertian. Visual targets like pedestrians may also have different clothes with different colouring and different reflection characteristics. These are all prob-lems that different road lighting measurement and cal-culation methods are facing in one way or another. A number of field measurements and traffic accident sta-tistics are needed to determine the overall effects of ve-hicle headlights on target visibikty in road lighting en-vironnrents. One potential extension scenario for these luminance contrasts measurements would be to study the impact of multiple vehicle headlights on road luminances and target luminance contrasts. It would also be useful to conduct similar luminance contrast measurements with different vehicle and headlight types. For example trucks and pick-up cars could be included in the meas-urements. Also, if oncoming traffic is considered in the measurements, the negative effects of glare on driver's visibility conditions should be investigated. In this paper luminance contrast caleulations were made by using somewhat distinct contrast formulas compared to the conventional definition of the contrast. This was made to simplify the comparison and the diagrammatic representation of the results. It can be argued that positive and negative contrast targets are quite different visual tasks for the driver and thus can not be directly compared wiith each other. However, according to Janoff positive and negative contrast tasks are highly related and have correlation coefficient close 42 J. Light & Vis. Env. Vol.32, No.3, 2008 to onel5\). Small Tanget Vlsibility design described in the Ameri-can National Standard for Roadway Lighting is based on visibility and luminance contrasts of 18 cm X 18cm small targets with reflectance of 0.5016\). Thus the measurements of this work correlate with STV design method. It is obvious that small targets with high re-flection factor are susceptible to the impact of vehicle headlights and thus the effects of vehicle headlights should be included in STV calculation. Of course, this means that calculations have to be settled on sonre de-sign values of certain typical vehicle headlight types. Major sources of error in the measurements are esti-mated to be the possible differences in vehicle and tar-get positioning when measuring different variations of the same type of measurement. Because the measure-ments were done at diEferent times and at different sea-sons, background noises \(external factors such as sky~ glow, moonlight and so on\) were measured but found to be negligible. The system measurement error for lumi-nance measurement repeatability of the LMK Mobile Advanced, according to the manufacturer's certificate, is I{:1.90/0. 6. Conclusions The contrast measurements indicated that in general, the use of dipped vehicle headlights, in the presence of road lighting, does not improve the visibility of various targets located on the road. In fact, in most cases when the targets were seen darker than the background dipped headlights reduced target contrasts and in some cases they made the target merge into the background. It can be argued that there is a strong conilicting effect in the use of vehicle headlights in road lighting envi-ron~nents. One solution may perhaps be the use of parking lights instead of dipped headlights in the pres-ence of road lighting. This may, however, result in other unwanted effects concerning traffic safety. The use of parking lights may reduce the visibility of other vehi-cles in traffic and also the mumination of road surroundings will become completely dependent on the installed road lighting. The effects of dipped headlights were highly depend-ent on the position of the vehicle, Iocation of the target in relation to luminaires, target reflectance, tanget shape and size, vehicle type and headlight type, road lighting installation, road characteristics and weather conditions. Dipped halogen headlights had little effect on target contrasts when the distance between the target and the vehicle was more than 80 m. However, with decreasing distance, the effect of dipped headlights became higher. Road lighting usually resulted in lower target lumi-nance contrasts compared to the situation when only 43 313 full headlights were on. When the road lighting and dipped headlights were both on, lutninance contrasts were usually lower compared to the situation with only road lighting on. The dipped bigh-intensity discharge headlights had more significant effects on target contrasts than the dipped halogen headlights. At longer distances the negative impact of dipped HID headlights on target visibility were emphasized. On major roads with high driving speeds and long stopping distances this may cause problems. This should be considered in further vehicle headlights development. At shorter distances the effects of HID headlights were so strong that even very dark targets were usually seen as light against the background and in most cases the HID headlights in-creased the luminance contrasts of the targets. It is difficult to determine the relationship between the use of dipped headlights in addition to road lighting and the safety of the driver. It is also to be resolved how the negative effects of dipped headlights relate to the safety critical tasks that drivers have to see to avoid collisions. Further research is needed to determine these issues. The luminance contrast measurements presented in tbis work do not represent any specified standard con-ditions in studying the contribution of vehicle head-lights on road lighting. They do, however, indicate the remarkable changes that vehicle headlights can have on the luminance contrasts of various targets located on the road or the roadside in different road lighting scenes. Acknowledgements The work is part of a current research project '~iaIOT' carried out by Lighting Laboratory of HelsirLkl Univer-sity of Technology. The research project 'ValOT' is funded by the Firmish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation and Finnish lighting industry. The au-thors also acknowledge the Graduate School of Electri-cal Engineering, Technological FourLdation of Finland, Finnish Cultural Foundation and Ulla Tuominen Foundation for supporting tbis research work. References \(1\) Finnish National Road Administration: Road light-ing handbook, Helsinld, ISBN 951-803-552-0, p.124 \(2006\). \(2\) Finnish National Road Administration: Impact of road lighting on road safety and driving speeds, Technical report 18/2004, TIEH 3200868, p.80 \(2004\) . \(3\) Bullough, J. and Van Derlofske, J. : Vehicle forward The llluminating Engineering Institute ofJapan 314 J. Light & Vis. Env. Vol.32, N0.3, 2008 lighting: optimizing for visibility and comfort, Light-ing Research Center Rensselear, Polytechnic insti-tute Troy, NY, Report TLA 2004-01, p.33 \(2004\). \(4\) Akasbi, Y. and Rea, M.: The effect of oncoming headlight glare on peripheral detection under a mesopic light level, Proceedings PAL Symposium, Darmstadt University of Technology, 2001; 1: pp.9-22 \(2001\). \(5\) Sivak, M., Flannagan, M. J., Schoettle, B. and Na kata, Y.: Field measurements of direct and rear-view-mirror glare from low-beam headlamps, Light-ing Res. Technol., 34, pp.101-110 \(2002\). \(6\) Sivak, M., Flannagan, M. J. and Miyokawa, T.: Quantitative comparisons of factors iniluencing the performance of low-beam headlamps, Lighting Res. Technol., 31, pp.145-153 \(2000\). \(7\) Bacelar, A.: The contribution of vehicle lights in ur-ban and peripheral urban environments, Lighting Res. Technol., 36, pp.69¥78 (2004). \(8\) Narisada, K. and Karasawa, Y. : New method of road lighting design based on revealing power, 26th Ses-sion of the CIE, Beijing, China, IC-P7, Presented paper, D, pp.10-13 \(2007\). \(9\) Smith, F. : Reflection factors and revealing power, Trans. Illum. Eng. Soc. \(London\), 3, 1938, pp.196-206 \(1938\). \(lO\) Van Bommel. W.: Polarised light and its application for vehicle lighting, University of Technology, Eind-hoven \(1970\) . \(11\) European standard EN 13201-2: Road lighting -Part 2: Performance requirements, Publication 269-2003, p.16 \(2003\). \(12\) United Nations Economic Commission for Europe: Unform provisions concerning the approval of mo-tor vehicle headlamps emitting an asymmetrical passing beam or a driving beam or both and equipped with filament lamps, Regulation No. 112, Rev.2/Add.111/Revl, p.71 \(2006\). \(13\) United Nations Economic Commission for Europe: Unform provisions concerning the approval of mo-tor vehicle headlamps equjrpped with gas-discharge light sources, Regulation No. 98, Rev.1/Add.97/Rev.1, p.77 \(2005\). \(14\) Guler, O. and Onaygil, S.: The effect of luminance unifornilty on visibility level in road lighting, Iight-ing Res. Technol., 35, pp.199-215 \(2003\). \(15\) Janoff, M.: Toward development of a visibility model for roadway lighting design, IESNA Annual Confer-ence, San Diego, California, Technical papers, pp.149-171 \(1992\). \(16\)ANSlfIESNA RP-8-00: Roadway Lighting, ~neri-can National Standard Practise for Roadway Light-ing, New York, p.61 \(2005\). \(17\)Hansen, E. and Larsen, J.: Reflection factors for pedestrian's clothing, Lighting Res. Technol., 11, pp.154-157 \(1979\). \(18\) Narisada, K. and Karasawa, Y. : Re-consideration of the revealing power on the basis of visibility level, International Lighting Congress, Istanbul 2001: pp.473-480 \(2001\). \(19\)De Boer, J.: Public lighting. Eindhoven: Philips Technical Library, p.693 \(1967\). The Jlluminating Engineering Institute of Japan 44 



